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Abstract—Chromatic dispersion is very serious issue for 

communication engineers while designing a wave division 

multiplexing for optical communication. In the present 

scenario there is a increasing demand of high speed internet 

which require more capacity and more bandwidth. The 

effect of chromatic dispersion can be reduced by 

compensation technique. [1, 2] The chromatic dispersion 

also has inverse relationship with FWM. In this paper we 

used post dispersion compensation along with the fiber 

Bragg grating to reduce the effect of chromatic dispersion. 

Also we can compare the Bit error rate at different power 

levels 5 db, 10 db and 20 db while the length of fiber is 

fixed. After simulation it is proven that bit error rate is a 

function of input power level. The pulse broadening is a 

function of length of fiber which has been shown in this 

work When the BER increases quality factor decreases and 

overall fiber optic system degraded. In this paper we also 

prove that the BER is also a function of Length of Fiber. As 

the fiber length increases BER also increases. The whole 

simulationn is performed by Optisystem simulation 

software. Also by examine the eye diagram it is clear that 

link performance is improved by using dispersion 

compensation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fiber optic communication proven a milestone in 

telecommunication industry It completely revolutionized the 

data networking community. Optical communications 

became a possibility after the first lasers were developed in 

the 1960s. The first optical fibres with a sufficiently low loss 

for communications purposes were developed in the 1970s. 

Then, during the late 1970s a considerable amount of 

research was undertaken. This results in the installation of 

first optical fiber telecommunication system which ran over 

45 km and has a wavelength of 0.5 mm and a data rate of 45 

Mbps. The construction and design of optical fiber is 

important for efficient transmission using optical fiber 

medium. With the invention of WDM system in optical 

communication we introduce a path towards the usable 

bandwidth of optical window for high data rate 

transmission. Hence it is also compulsory to analysis the 

effect of transmission characteristics and parameter of 

optical fiber before the transmission of optical data over 

fiber optic cable. As we know about the increasing demands 

of high speed internet our main goal is to increase the length 

of fiber. 

II. EFFECT OF CHROMATIC DISPERSION ON OPTICAL 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

Dispersion is the spreading of optical pulse in the time 

domain. Dispersion occurs because optical pulses have 

different spectral components and each and every 

component has its own velocity and travel through different 

path hence each component reaches the exit end of optical 

fiber at different interval of time hence group velocity is 

changed and dispersion occurs. Chromatic dispersion is 

caused by delay differences among the group velocities of 

the different wavelengths composing the source spectrum. 

This is also called group velocity dispersion, since the 

dispersion is a result of the group velocity being a function 

of wavelength. As chromatic dispersion depends upon the 

wavelength its effect on signal distortion increases with 

spectral width of light source. Material Dispersion arises due 

to the variation of refractive index of core material as a 

function of wavelength it is similar to the effect by which a 

prism spread out the spectrum. Waveguide Dispersion, 

arises because the fraction of light power propagating in the 

cladding travel faster than the core as the refractive index of 

core is greater than that of cladding. The amount of 

waveguide dispersion depends on the fiber design it is 

generally ignored in multimode fiber, but it is significant in 

single mode fiber. 

 Dispersion of the transmitted optical signal causes 

the distortion in transmission of optical signals through 

optical fibers. Each pulse broadens and overlaps with its 

neighbors eventually becoming indistinguishable at the 

receiver input. This effect is known as inter symbol 

interference.when we tal about the high transmission 

speed dispersion limits the information capacity when 

distortion increases intersymbol interference also 

increases which further increases the BER and because 

of this effective bandwidth reduces[2] In single-mode 

fiber, performance is primarily limited by chromatic 

dispersion (also called group velocity dispersion) which 

occurs because the index of the glass varies slightly 

depending on the wavelength of the light, and light from 

real optical transmitters necessarily has nonzero spectral 

width. Mathematically group delay is given by: 

G.D =       

          And mathematically chromatic dispersion is 

expressed as: 

Chromatic dispersion = δ
2
ϕ/δ

2
ω 

III. EFFECT OF BER ON OPTICAL LINK 

BER is the ratio of number of bit received incorrectly to the 

total no. of received bit. For optical communication BER of 

10
-9 

or less is recommended. High BER indicate that slower 

data rate actually improved slower data rate would actually 

improve over all transmission time for transmitted data 

hence the reduced BER also reduced the no. of packets that 

had to be present. BER is improved by using the strong 

signal strength. 

 Now the question is how BER is related to Q- 

factor. Q- Factor is a measure of signal quality for 
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determining a BER.Q-factor became the new quality 

improvement evaluation parameter. It uses the concept of 

S/N ratio as used in digital signal given by: 

Q = 
|     |

     
 

 here          correspond to the data input bit 1’s 

and 0’s and σ1 and σ0 are the standard deviation 

correspondence to 1’s and 0’s.The BER related to Q as 

follows: 

BER = exp (-Q
2
/2) /Q    

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

Here we represent the block diagram of proposed structure. 

We utilize the grating equalisation technique to reduce the 

effect of chromatic dispersion. The transmitter block consist 

of four main components, Random bit sequence 

generator(RBSG) RZ optical pulse generator laser light 

source and mach zehnder modulator. 

 

Fig. 1: Block diagram of proposed structure 

 A mach – zender modulator is used for intensity 

modulation. Optical laser light source operating at a 

frequency of 193.1 THZ. Here we use fiber Bragg grating 

which acts just like a mirror which reflects back some 

wavelength and passes all other wavelengths. The grating is 

obtained by making gradual variation in the core of fiber. 

FBG operates at frequency of 193.1 THz with effective 

index of 1.45 and length of 10mm. The EDFA is the most 

important component in fiber optic communication systems 

operates in the band of 1450 nm and it can amplify the 

wavelength in the region of 1.5 µm. The gain of EDFA is 

12.8 db. DCF is used over 24 km .As the DCF is used before 

the SMF hence this is known as post compensation [3, 4]. 

The Receiver side consists of photo-detector, low-pass filter 

and the BER analyzer. The photo-detector detects the optical 

signal and then the signal is passed through a low pass filter. 

The BER analyzer is used to check the Bit Error rate and the 

Q-factor of each signal. 

V. SIMULATION SET UP AND DESIGN CONSIDERATION 

The simulation is done with the help of Optisystem 13 

software. In these simulations, the transmitter section 

consists of data source, modulator driver (NRZ driver), laser 

source and Mach-Zehnder modulator (M-Z). Data source 

produces a pseudo random sequence of bits at data rate of 25 

Gbits/sec. The output of the data source is given to 

modulator driver which produces a NRZ format pulse. The 

output of the laser source is CW type at frequency 193.1 

THz. The Mach- zehnder modulator has the excitement ratio 

of 30 db.we use one loop control system for entire fiber 

length. The total length of Single mode fiber is 200 km and 

24 km DCF is used. At the receiver side the optical signal 

transformed into electrical signal by a PIN photodiode, then 

the electrical signal is filtered by low pass Bessel filter. The 

EDFA is the most important component in fiber optic 

communication systems operates in the band of 1450 nm 

and it can amplify the wavelength in the region of 1.5 

µm[5]. The gain of EDFA is 12.8 db. Q-factor depends upon 

the length of fiber. When length of fiber increases Q–factor 

decreases and also BER increases 

Fiber parameter SMF DCF 

Length(in Km’s) 200 km 24 km 

Dispersion (ps/Km/nm) 16 ps/nm/km -80 ps/nm/km 

Reference wavelength 1550 nm 1550 nm 

Loss(Dbm) 0.2 db/km 0.6 db/km 

Sequence length 128 bits 

Sample per bit 64 

Bit rate 2.5e+009 

Table 1: Simulation parameter 

VI. BER ANALYSIS AT VARIOUS POWER LEVEL 

In this section, we will analyze the effect of input launch 

Power on signal performance, when signal is passing 

through SMF of length 200 km. 

A. Analysis At 5 DBM Input Power Over 200 Km Fiber 

Link 

 

B. Analysis At 5 DBM Input Power Over 200 Km Fiber 

Link 

 

C. Analysis at 5 DBM input power over 200 km fiber link 
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Parameter 5 dbm 10dbm 20 dbm 

Max. Q 

factor 
9.3638 16.9985 33.2305 

Min. BER 
3.312159e-

021 

6.2176e-

065 

1.84467e-

242 

Eye height 
1.28244e-

005 

4.93287e-

005 

0.00053737

2 

Threshold 
1.02332e-

005 

1.58076e-

005 

0.00022460

9 

Decision inst. 0.5 0.484375 0.296875 

Table 2: Comparison table of BER analysis at different 

power level 

  From the table and eye diagram it is clear that as 

the input power BER decreases. The relationship can be 

represented in the form of graph. 

 
  When input launch power increases quality factor 

also increases. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we analyzed the effect of input launch power to 

the BER performance. We used the post dispersion 

compensation technique along with the fiber Bragg grating. 

Hence the adverse effect due to non-linearity is managed 

and therefore BER performance is improved when the input 

launch power increases. The analysis is done on the basis of 

simulation results obtained from the Optisystem 13 

simulation software. 
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